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By Alex Samuely of Mobile Commerce Daily

Although the art of purchasing via Apple Watch applications has not yet reached its zenith with 24 percent of
consumers wary of making impulse buys on the wearable retailers can fuel sales by offering in-store shoppers easy
access to coupons and loyalty programs, according to a GPShopper report.

The report, "Cracking the Mobile Code: The Apple Watch and Retail," revealed that 23 percent of Americans would
consider purchasing the next incarnation of the Apple Watch, although nearly 24 percent of that group would refrain
from buying products on it, due to concerns about making an impulsive purchase. Although the Apple Watch may not
serve as the most lucrative primary purchasing channel, retailers can still leverage their wearable-friendly apps by
making coupons and loyalty rewards easily accessible for individuals needing an incentive to make an in-store
purchase.

"The most critical takeaway that retailers need to pay attention to is that people are interested in buying the Apple
Watch but, at this point, they just aren't looking to make sizable purchases on the device," said Maya Mikhailov, co-
founder and chief marketing officer of GPShopper. "The fact that 63 percent of consumers wouldn't spend more
than $100 on the Apple Watch should be a wake-up call for retailers that have Apple Watch apps or are in the process
of developing one.

"That's not necessarily a bad thing it's  just that retailers have to stop thinking about mobile as a way to simply
recreate their online catalogs like they did on desktop. The real opportunity for retailers in the Apple Watch is to
engage shoppers and tie the device into the broader mobile shopping experience in both stores and online."

The report was conducted alongside research firm YouGov.

Complementary Apple Watch tactics

The Apple Watch can perhaps be leveraged best when deployed as a complementary purchasing channel. Its  small
screen may not be the most conducive for making purchases, but its omnipresent convenience makes the wearable
an optimal medium for real-time coupons and loyalty pushes.

Per the report, 63 percent of individuals would not buy a product worth more than $100 on their Apple Watch. Almost
25 percent of respondents claimed they would be interested in acquiring the next version of the smartwatch, but
would be hesitant to make purchases on it, for fear of making regretful decisions.
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Retailers should also include redemption instructions with smartwatch coupons

Additionally, only 22 percent of consumers equate making an Apple Watch purchase to the action of making a
payment through their smartphone.

This suggests that marketers must figure out ways to make the wearable device a larger part of the cohesive mobile
shopping experience, both digitally and in-store.

Marketers can conquer the art of Apple Watch-supported shopping by putting several key features front-and-center of
their smartwatch apps. According to the report, 41 percent of individuals want to receive coupons through a retailer's
Apple Watch app, showcasing a major opportunity to incite sales among undecided customers.

Meanwhile, 32 percent of respondents revealed their desire to access their loyalty program accounts through the
Apple Watch.
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Apple Watch coupons are easily added to Passbook

"The Apple Watch presents retailers with the chance to inspire purchases with loyalty programs, inventory alerts and,
of course, coupons," Ms. Mikhailov said. "Almost one in three consumers who would use a brand's Apple Watch app
want to access loyalty programs through the device.

"That jumps up to 42 percent of high-earning consumers who have an income of over $80,000, so luxury retailers
need to be paying close attention," she said. "To deliver a great Apple Watch app, retailers have to begin by
improving the customer experience through custom offers and service. For example, someone I know recently had
an amazing geo-push interaction from their Nordstrom app.

"They had a Burberry belt in their app shopping bag and when they approached a physical Nordstrom store, the app
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alerted them that the item they wanted was in stock at that location. From a consumer perspective, this is brilliant
because it reminds the shopper of a forgotten interest and gives them the chance to make a purchase once it
becomes top-of-mind again."

Smartwatch-assisted customer service

The Apple Watch can also be leveraged to augment customers' in-store shopping experiences via a slew of
customer service-centric tools. Thirty-one percent of individuals want the ability to check in-store product availability
on the Apple Watch and receive alerts if a desired item is back in stock.

Twenty-four percent would be willing to contact a customer service representative through a smartwatch app, while
20 percent of respondents revealed they would use their wearable to call for a salesperson when shopping in a
store.

These features would offer marketers more ammunition in closing the gap between physical and digital shopping
experiences.
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Shoppers can keep track of accumulated loyalty points on their smartwatches

Ultimately, the Apple Watch has suffered from misunderstanding on retailers' parts when it comes to proper ways of
monetizing apps and driving sales. Brands that take quick action to ameliorate these issues will be rewarded with
boosts in engagement as well as revenue.

"It was a little surprising to see that only one in five consumers agreed that making a purchase from their Apple
Watch would be the same as making it from their phone," Ms. Mikhailov said. "Essentially it is  the same thing, but a
majority of people don't understand that.

"Perhaps this misunderstanding is contributing somewhat to people's apprehension of purchasing through the Apple
Watch. Apple and retailers are going to have to resolve this if they want to increase Apple Watch app purchases."
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